
Welcome to the walk through for update 2.6!  

Confidence points and dating stats will effect more in this update 

 

Day 26 

 

[First class] 

Math class 

IF mc is dating maude than mc will invite maude for the party  

Or  

Else marcus will invite her 

 

Party events 

Party intro 

If mc is dating sunny the they both will go to the party together 

Or else  

Mc will go alone 

 

Bartending competition between maude and triss 

The girl with the most points will win and the loser will kiss james 

It will have different scene of either one of them winning and losing 

 

Card game 

IF mc has good confidence than he will be able to passionately kiss TRISS 

Or else  

He will have different funny scene  

 

 

 



Marcus stripping for emma will also have different outcome  

Will depend on whether marcus has fucked emma earlier or not 

If fucked earlier than emma will accept to dance with him or else she will ignore  

Seven minutes in heaven event 

For this to trigger mc must have fucked emma earlier 

To have threesome mc must have 10+ likes points with sophie 

Guessing game 

For this to trigger marcus must fucked emma earlier 

Later on mc will have a option which will effect later on event in future updates 

Whether he like ntr or not. He will have a choice  

 

Important note 

Ending of the party will be added in the next update with few more extras scene in the party 

event. The party event can look a little rough. It will be fixed in the next update with the 

ending added. 

 

Day 27 

 

[Tanning at Liza's] 

 

Is divided in to 2 path 

If earlier mc has sex with liza than she will have some teasing scene with mc or  

Else  

Nothing will happen 

[Movie with tracy] 

Is divided in to 2 path 

In alpha 

If mc have decent love for tracy or if tracy has bj to mc earlier than 

She will give mc HJ 



IN beta  

Nothing will happen 

But  

If  

Mc has dreamed about marcus and tracy then he will have another dream involving Tracy and marcus 

 

Thank you for your continued support! 


